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Abstract
Background/Objectives To evaluate seasonal fluctuations in intraocular pressure (IOP) in primary open-angle glaucoma
(POAG) and its associated factors.
Subjects/Methods POAG patients treated only with glaucoma eye drops were enroled. Winter and summer IOPs were
evaluated. The Seasonal fluctuation rate of IOP was defined as follows: (mean winter IOP—mean summer IOP)/mean IOP in
all seasons. Multiple linear regression analysis was used to explore factors associated with the seasonal IOP fluctuation rate
including: age, gender, family history of glaucoma, type of glaucoma, number of eye drops, type of eye drops, mean
deviation (MD) value, MD slope, disc haemorrhage, central corneal thickness and spherical equivalent.
Results Winter IOP was higher than summer IOP in 204 POAG eyes of 204 patients, including 162 eyes with normal
tension glaucoma (NTG) (13.2 ± 2.7 vs. 12.0 ± 2.3 mmHg, P < 0.001). The mean age and follow-up duration were 63.3 ±
11.4 years and 140.0 ± 66.9 months. Initial MD and MD slope were −2.1 ± 3.4 dB and −0.07 ± 0.50 dB/year, respectively.
POAG was positively associated with the rate of seasonal IOP fluctuations compared to NTG (β= 5.29, P= 0.013). Family
history, and timolol and carteolol use were also factors associated with the IOP fluctuation rate (β=−6.27, P= 0.007; β=
4.94, P= 0.030; and β= 4.51, P= 0.042, respectively).
Conclusions We confirmed seasonal IOP fluctuations in POAG. Type of glaucoma, family history of glaucoma, and
β-blocker use might influence IOP fluctuations.

Introduction

Glaucoma is the second leading cause of blindness world-
wide [1]. It is estimated that the total number of glaucoma
cases worldwide will rise to 111.8 million by 2040 [2].
Intraocular pressure (IOP) is the most important and only
clinically modifiable risk factor for progression of glaucoma
[3]. At present, the only proven treatment for glaucoma is
reduction of IOP.

IOP is not a fixed value; it changes over time [4]. We have
previously demonstrated that night-time IOP increased in
many cases of primary open-angle glaucoma (POAG) [5].

Various types of fluctuations have been reported, including
24-hour diurnal fluctuation [6] and long-term fluctuation [7].
Long-term IOP fluctuation is often defined as the standard
deviation of IOP measurements across all visits. Although still
controversial, these IOP fluctuations have been reported to
contribute to the development and progression of glaucoma
[4, 8]. Therefore, it is clinically important to figure out the
details of IOP fluctuations in glaucoma patients.

Previous studies on seasonal fluctuations in IOP have
been conducted. Qureshi et al. showed significant seasonal
fluctuations in both normal subjects and patients with ocular
hypertension (OHT) [9, 10]. In a large-scale study by
Gardiner et al., the IOP fluctuations in OHT were examined
in six climatically similar geographic regions. They showed
that winter IOPs were higher than summer IOPs in all
regions, although the magnitude of the fluctuations varied
from region to region [11]. Ayaki et al. focused on POAG
with dry eye syndrome, which is known to be worse in
winter, and revealed significant seasonal fluctuations [12].
They suggested that the disturbance of the ocular surface
and associated inflammation increased in winter and
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contributed to increased IOP. Significantly higher IOP was
also observed by Mansouri et al. with a novel implantation
device in POAG eyes during winter compared to summer
[13]. Recently, we demonstrated that seasonal IOP fluc-
tuations had an impact on retinal nerve fibre layer thinning
in POAG eyes [14]. These findings indicated that seasonal
fluctuations might be clinically important as with other
types of IOP fluctuations.

Several factors associated with seasonal IOP fluctuations
have been reported. Cheng et al. [15]. indicated that air
temperature and sunlight exposure were independent fac-
tors. Ayaki et al. [12]. considered that dry-eye syndrome
increased winter IOP. Gardiner et al. [11]. suggested that
IOP-lowering eye drops led to a reduction in seasonal IOP
fluctuations in OHT. However, whether other candidate
factors such as age, gender, family history, type of glau-
coma, and type of eye drops influence the fluctuation has
not been fully explored.

In this study, we aimed to elucidate the details of seasonal
IOP fluctuation in POAG eyes, including normal tension
glaucoma (NTG). We evaluated winter and summer IOP in a
large number of patients undergoing long-term glaucoma
treatment and explored any factors affecting the seasonal
fluctuation using their demographic and clinical data.

Materials and methods

This study was approved by the ethics committee of the
Jikei University School of Medicine [approval number: 31-
487(10069)]. The study design followed the tenets of the
Declaration of Helsinki. Informed consent from patients
was obtained through an opt-out method.

POAG patients who visited the Jikei University School
of Medicine between July and December 2019 were retro-
spectively reviewed. All of the patients underwent a com-
prehensive ophthalmologic examination by a glaucoma
specialist (TN), including best-corrected visual acuity with
the Landolt C chart, measurements of IOP by Goldmann
applanation tonometry (GAT), slit-lamp biomicroscopy,
gonioscopy, measurements of central corneal thickness by
corneal pachymetry, dilated ophthalmoscopy, fundus pho-
tography, measurements of visual fields by Humphrey
Visual Field Analyzer (HFA, Carl Zeiss Meditec, Dublin,
CA), and measurements of retinal nerve fibre layer (RNFL)
thickness by Cirrus HD-optical coherence tomography
(OCT) (Carl Zeiss Meditec, Dublin, CA).

The diagnosis of POAG was based on the criteria of a
previous population-based study [16]. Glaucomatous optic
neuropathy and visual field defects consistent with optic
changes were evaluated. Glaucomatous optic neuropathy was
diagnosed to be present when: (1) a vertical cup-to-disc ratio
of the optic nerve head was 0.7 or greater, (2) a rim-to-disc

ratio at the superior portion (11-1 o’clock positions) or
inferior portion (5-7 o’clock positions) of 0.1 or less, (3) a
difference in the vertical cup-to-disc ratio of 0.2 or more
between both eyes, or (4) a RNFL defect was found. Visual
field sensitivity was measured using HFA 30-2 SITA Stan-
dard program. Based on the Anderson-Patella’s criteria,
glaucomatous visual field defect was diagnosed to be present
when: (1) the glaucoma hemi-field test results were outside
normal limits, (2) pattern deviation probability plots, in the
upper or lower hemifield, showed a cluster of three or more
non-edge contiguous points having sensitivity with a prob-
ability of less than 5%, of which at least one point has a
probability of less than 1%, or (3) a pattern standard deviation
outside of the 95% normal confidence limits.

We enroled POAG patients treated with only topical
medication (glaucoma eye drops), undergoing GAT both in
winter (December to February) and summer (July to Sep-
tember). Subjects with other ocular diseases affecting visual
acuity or/and visual field, a history of laser or/and surgical
treatment for glaucoma, decimal visual acuity worse than
0.7, or an HFA mean deviation (MD) value at first visit of
worse than −15.0 dB were excluded. Based on reliability
indices of HFA, we also excluded patients whose fixation
losses exceeded 20%, or whose false-positive or false-
negative errors exceeded 33%. Regarding RNFL thickness
measurements, only patients having reliable OCT images
with a signal strength of six or greater, no segmentation
error, no motion artefact, and appropriate centration were
included. When both patient eyes met the selection criteria,
one eye was enroled at random.

Monthly mean air temperature in Tokyo, Japan from 2015
to 2018 was obtained from the Japanese Meteorological
Agency website (https://www.jma.go.jp/jma/indexe.html)
(Fig. 1). Based on these data, December to February was
defined as winter and July to September as summer. IOP of
POAG eyes was measured by GAT at every visit to calculate
the means during winter and summer. The seasonal fluctua-
tion rate of IOP was calculated as follows: (mean winter
IOP—mean summer IOP)/mean IOP in all seasons.

Continuous variables were presented as means ± standard
deviations (range). The decimal visual acuity obtained from
the Landolt C chart was converted to the logarithm of the
minimum angle of resolution (logMAR) scale. An inde-
pendent t test or Mann-Whitney U test was used to compare
continuous variables between two groups after data nor-
mality was assessed. Chi-square tests were used to compare
categorical data. Multiple linear regression analysis was
used to evaluate factors associated with the rate of seasonal
IOP fluctuation using age, gender, follow-up period, family
history of glaucoma, types of glaucoma, laterality, number
of glaucoma medications, types of glaucoma medications,
MD at first HFA, MD slope, baseline RNFL, RNFL thin-
ning rate, corrected visual acuity, disc haemorrhage, central
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corneal thickness, and spherical equivalent. Gender was
coded as 1 = male and 0 = female. Laterality was coded as
1 = right and 0 = left. Types of glaucoma were coded as
1 = POAG and 0 = NTG. A forward and backward step-
wise selection method was used. In order to accurately
assess the significant associated factors obtained from the
multiple linear regression analysis, an analysis of covar-
iance (ANCOVA) was used to eliminate the effects of
confounding factors. Statistical analyses were performed
using the statistical program R, version 4.0.0 (available in
the public domain http://r-project.org). A P value < 0.05
was considered as statistically significant.

Results

This study enroled 204 eyes from 204 patients with POAG
(130 males, 63.3 ± 11.4 years old at last HFA). Character-
istics of study participants are shown in Table 1. Eyes with
NTG were also included (162 eyes, 79.4%). The mean
follow-up period was 140.0 ± 66.9 (25–367) months. The
POAG group used a greater number of eye drops than the
NTG group (2.0 ± 1.2 vs. 1.5 ± 0.8, P= 0.047). The sea-
sonal IOPs in these groups of glaucoma patients are shown
in Table 2. The mean winter IOP of all 204 eyes was

significantly higher than the mean summer IOP (13.2 ± 2.7
vs. 12.0 ± 2.3 mmHg, P < 0.001). The winter IOP in the
POAG group was higher than in the NTG group (15.9 ± 3.1
vs. 12.5 ± 2.1 mmHg, P < 0.001); similarly, the summer IOP
in the POAG group was also higher than in the NTG group
(13.9 ± 2.4 vs. 11.5 ± 2.0 mmHg, P < 0.001). The rate of
seasonal IOP fluctuation was 13.1 ± 12.9% in the POAG
group and 8.1 ± 12.0% in the NTG group (P= 0.002).

Multiple linear regression analysis was used to explore
potential variables that might influence the rate of seasonal
IOP fluctuation. The MD slope values were not available for
three eyes, which were excluded from this analysis. The
regression equation as a whole was found to be significant
[F (7, 193) = 3.81, P < 0.001], with an R2 of 0.12 (Table 3).
Type of glaucoma, family history of glaucoma, and timolol
and carteolol use were chosen as the significant associated
factors [β= 5.29 (95% CI: 1.80–8.79), P= 0.013; β=
−6.27 (95% CI: −2.45 to −10.09), P= 0.007; β= 4.94
(95% CI: 1.21–8.68), P= 0.030; and β= 4.51 (95% CI:
0.87–8.15), P= 0.042, respectively]. The distributions of
seasonal IOP fluctuations across study groups are shown
using boxplots in Fig. 2. As mentioned above, POAG eyes
exhibited a higher rate of seasonal IOP fluctuation than
NTG eyes (Fig. 2A and Table 2). On the other hand, there
was no significant difference in the rate of IOP fluctuation
when the groups were categorized based on family history
of glaucoma (P= 0.322, Fig. 2B), nor was any significant
difference observed based on timolol (P= 0.159, Fig. 2C)
or carteolol (P= 0.114, Fig. 2D) use.

Our results demonstrated that the type of glaucoma was
significantly associated with the rate of seasonal IOP fluc-
tuation, and the mean IOP across all seasons in the 42
POAG eyes was higher than that in the 162 NTG eyes. We
subsequently used a one-way ANCOVA to verify whether
the association between the type of glaucoma and the sea-
sonal IOP fluctuation was due to differences in the IOP
values or other factors, such as pathophysiological differ-
ences between POAG and NTG. In this analysis, the rate of
seasonal IOP fluctuation was set as the dependent variable,
glaucoma type was set as the independent variable, and the
mean IOP across all seasons was set as the covariate. As a
result, the mean IOP across all seasons was not significantly
related to the rate of seasonal IOP fluctuation [F (1, 202) =
0.178, P= 0.674]. Glaucoma type, however, did show
significant differences in terms of the rate of seasonal IOP
fluctuation after eliminating the effect of the mean IOP
across all seasons [F (1, 202) = 5.486, P= 0.020].

Discussion

In this study, seasonal IOP fluctuation in POAG eyes was
evaluated. We found that winter IOP was significantly

Fig. 1 Monthly average temperature in Tokyo, Japan. Air tem-
perature data from 2015 to 2018 was obtained from the Japan
Meteorological Agency website. Monthly average temperature (bars),
average daily maximum temperature (open circles), and average daily
minimum temperature (open squares) are plotted.
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higher than summer IOP, which was consistent with pre-
vious studies [9–13]. Multiple linear regression analysis
demonstrated that the type of glaucoma, a family history of
glaucoma, and timolol and carteolol use were independent
factors associated with the rate of seasonal IOP fluctuation.

The use of glaucoma eye drops had no impact on the
fluctuations.

We demonstrated seasonal IOP fluctuations in glau-
coma patients living in Tokyo, Japan, where drastic
temperatures changes occur seasonally. According to the

Table 1 Characteristics of
primary open-angle glaucoma
and normal tension glaucoma.

Total (N= 204) POAG (N= 42) NTG (N= 162) P value

Age at last visit, years 63.3 ± 11.4 (30–91) 65.4 ± 10.6
(42–85)

62.8 ± 11.6 (30–91) 0.238a

Follow-up periods, months 140.0 ± 66.9
(25–367)

138.9 ± 61.3
(25–260)

140.3 ± 68.5
(27–367)

0.952a

Males, n (%) 130 (63.7) 27 (64.3) 103 (63.6) 0.933b

Right eyes, n (%) 111 (54.4) 25 (59.5) 86 (53.1) 0.455b

Family history of glaucoma,
n (%)

33 (16.2) 10 (23.8) 23 (14.2) 0.132b

Presence of disc haemorrhage,
n (%)

14 (6.9) 1 (2.4) 13 (8.0) 0.197b

Corrected visual
acuity, LogMAR

−0.08 ± 0.11
(−0.30 to 0.30)

−0.04 ± 0.11
(−0.18 to 0.30)

−0.08 ± 0.10
(−0.30 to 0.15)

0.066a

Central corneal thickness, μm 528.4 ± 34.8
(430–633)

536.6 ± 40.2
(455–633)

526.2 ± 33.0
(430–615)

0.124a

Spherical equivalent, D −3.8 ± 3.9
(−14.1 to 2.8)

−3.2 ± 3.8
(−13.5 to 2.3)

−4.0 ± 3.9
(−14.1 to 2.8)

0.250a

MD at initial HFA, dB −2.1 ± 3.4
(−14.4 to 3.3)

−2.3 ± 4.0
(−14.4 to 3.0)

−2.0 ± 3.2
(−14.4 to 3.3)

0.968a

MD slope, dB/year −0.07 ± 0.50
(−2.5 to 1.0)

−0.11 ± 0.70
(−2.5 to 1.0)

−0.06 ± 0.44
(−2.1 to 1.0)

0.168a

Baseline RNFL thickness, μm 78.7 ± 11.1
(48–104)

77.8 ± 11.7
(48–102)

79.0 ± 10.9
(54–104)

0.624a

RNFL thinning rate, μm/year −0.42 ± 0.85
(−5.78 to 1.55)

−0.45 ± 1.28
(−5.78 to 1.55)

−0.41 ± 0.71
(−3.17 to 1.15)

0.401a

The number of eye drops 1.6 ± 0.9 (0–5) 2.0 ± 1.2 (1–5) 1.5 ± 0.8 (0–4) 0.047*,a

Types of eye drops

Latanoprost, n (%) 135 (66.2) 30 (71.4) 105 (64.8) 0.420b

Tafluprost, n (%) 10 (4.9) 3 (7.1) 7 (4.3) 0.450b

Bimatoprost, n (%) 17 (8.3) 6 (14.3) 11 (6.8) 0.117b

Travoprost, n (%) 13 (6.4) 1 (2.4) 12 (7.4) 0.142b

Isopropyl Unoprostone,
n (%)

8 (3.9) 0 (0) 8 (4.9) 0.562b

Timolol maleate, n (%) 39 (19.1) 13 (31.0) 26 (16.0) 0.029*,b

Carteolol, n (%) 42 (20.6) 12 (28.6) 30 (18.5) 0.151b

Brinzolamide, n (%) 20 (9.8) 11 (26.2) 9 (5.6) <0.001*,b

Dorzolamide, n (%) 13 (6.4) 5 (11.9) 8 (4.9) 0.100b

Nipradilol, n (%) 20 (9.8) 1 (2.4) 19 (11.7) 0.070b

Brimonidine tartrate, n (%) 39 (19.1) 13 (31.0) 26 (16.0) 0.029*,b

Ripasudil hydrochloride
hydrate, n (%)

4 (2.0) 1 (2.4) 3 (1.9) 0.826b

Data are mean ± standard deviation (range) unless otherwise indicated. Significant values with P < 0.05 are
indicated by asterisk. The values of MD slope were not available in three NTG eyes.

POAG primary open-angle glaucoma, NTG normal tension glaucoma, LogMAR logarithm of the minimum
angle of resolution, D diopters, MD mean deviation, HFA humphrey field analyzer, RNFL retinal nerve
fibre layer.
aStudent t test or Mann-Whitney U test.
bChi-squared test.
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Japan Meteorological Agency, the maximum monthly
average temperature was 27.1 degrees in August and the
minimum monthly average temperature was 5.6 degrees
in January (Fig. 1). Previous studies that a observed sig-
nificant seasonal IOP fluctuation were reported from areas
with large annual temperature changes [9–13]. Cheng
et al. [15]. suggested that changes in air temperature could
affect IOP fluctuations. Given these facts, the unique
climate of Japan, with its drastic change in temperature,
was likely to contribute to our results.

Multiple linear regression analysis demonstrated that,
compared to NTG, the diagnosis of POAG was positively
associated with the seasonal IOP fluctuation. It was unclear,
however, from this finding alone whether the difference in
the IOP fluctuation between the POAG and NTG groups
was due to a difference in IOP itself or other pathophy-
siological factors that differ between these two types of
glaucoma. Therefore, we performed an additional analysis
using an ANCOVA and concluded that some factors other
than mean IOP may have affected the IOP fluctuations in
these groups. Whereas IOP is the predominant causative
risk factor in POAG, other factors are hypothesized to
contribute to NTG [17]. These include the disruption of

ocular blood flow caused by vascular dysregulation [17] and
damage to the optic nerve caused by differences between
IOP and intracranial pressure (trans-laminar pressure gra-
dient) [18]. In addition, other studies have demonstrated that
NTG is often accompanied by systemic diseases, including
Flammer syndrome [19], migraine [20], and Alzheimer’s
disease [21], which are not associated with POAG. We
speculated that the differences in pathological background
between POAG and NTG might contribute to the magnitude
of seasonal IOP fluctuations.

Glaucoma eye drops have been reported to reduce IOP
fluctuations, such as diurnal IOP fluctuations [22, 23]. Gar-
diner et al. [11]. suggested that glaucoma eye drops might
attenuate seasonal IOP fluctuations. However, which type of
eye drop affects seasonal fluctuations has not yet been elu-
cidated. This study indicated that the use of certain β-
blockers, specifically timolol and carteolol, might be asso-
ciated with the seasonal IOP fluctuation. Glaucoma patients
who used these eye drops had greater rates of seasonal IOP
fluctuation than those who did not, which was inconsistent
with previous reports suggesting that eye drops may reduce
IOP fluctuations. We interpreted this finding in two ways, as
follows: first, monotherapy might be changed to combination
therapy in cases of high seasonal IOP fluctuation, especially
in cases with high winter IOP. In fact, when comparing the
two groups based on β-blocker use, the winter IOP was
significantly higher in patients who used β-blockers than in
those who did not (14.0 ± 2.8 vs. 12.6 ± 2.5 mmHg, P <
0.001). Timolol and carteolol are the two eye drops that are
most commonly chosen in Japan when switching from
mono- to combination therapy. Second, the IOP-lowering
effects of β-blockers may be weakened in the winter, as Hata
et al. [24]. demonstrated increased activity of the sympathetic
nervous system as a result of cold exposure in the winter.
Also, Cui et al. [25]. suggested that muscular sympathetic
nervous system activity varies along with the seasons, with
peak levels in the winter. It is unclear to what extent cold
stimuli in the winter months contribute to aqueous humour
production via sympathetic nervous system activation;

Table 2 Seasonal intraocular pressure in primary open-angle glaucoma.

Total (N= 204) POAG (N= 42) NTG (N= 162) P value

Winter IOP, mmHg 13.2 ± 2.7 (7.3–22.0) *,b 15.9 ± 3.1 (9.0–22.0) 12.5 ± 2.1 (7.3–18.0) <0.001*,a

Summer IOP, mmHg 12.0 ± 2.3 (6.7–19.0) 13.9 ± 2.4 (8.0–19.0) 11.5 ± 2.0 (6.7–18.0) <0.001*,a

Seasonal variation, mmHg 1.2 ± 1.6 (−4.0 to 5.3) 2.0 ± 2.0 (−4.0 to 5.3) 0.97 ± 1.4 (−4.0 to 4.5) <0.001*,a

Seasonal variation rate, % 9.1 ± 12.3 (−40.0 to 40.0) 13.1 ± 12.9 (−25.0 to 34.0) 8.1 ± 12.0 (−40.0 to 40.0) 0.002*,a

IOP in all seasons, mmHg 12.6 ± 2.4 (7.0–19.7) 14.9 ± 2.6 (8.7–19.7) 12.0 ± 1.9 (7.0–18.0) <0.001*,a

Data are mean ± standard deviation (range) unless otherwise indicated. Significant values with P < 0.05 are indicated by asterisk.

IOP intraocular pressure.
aStudent t test or Mann-Whitney U test.
bP < 0.001, Mann-Whitney U test, vs. summer IOP.

Table 3 Multiple linear regression analysis for prediction of seasonal
IOP fluctuation in primary open-angle glaucoma.

β (95% CI) t P value

Constant 28.98 (8.00 to 49.97) 2.28 0.024*

Type of glaucoma 5.29 (1.80 to 8.79) 2.50 0.013*

Family history −6.27 (−10.09 to −2.45) −2.71 0.007*

CCT −0.04 (−0.08 to 0.00) −1.74 0.083

MD slope 2.16 (−0.64 to 4.97) 1.27 0.205

Travoprost 5.00 (−0.67 to 10.66) 1.46 0.147

Timolol 4.94 (1.21 to 8.68) 2.19 0.030*

Carteolol 4.51 (0.87 to 8.15) 2.05 0.042*

Significant values with P < 0.05 are indicated by asterisk.

β standardized partial regression coefficient, CI confidence interval,
CCT central corneal thickness.
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however, assuming that is the case, that would partially
explain the hypothesis that the efficacy of timolol and car-
teolol in regulating IOP varies with the seasons. However, to
the best of our knowledge, there are no reports of seasonal
changes in the effects of β-blockers. As for the association
between β-blocker use and seasonal IOP fluctuations, no
causal relationships could be elucidated in this study.

Finally, the multiple linear regression analysis showed that
a family history of glaucoma was significantly associated with
the rate of seasonal IOP fluctuation, with familial glaucoma
having a lower rate than sporadic glaucoma. Mabuchi et al.
[26]. investigated genetic variants associated with the onset
and progression of POAG and demonstrated an association
between non-IOP-related genetic variants and a family history

Fig. 2 Seasonal IOP
fluctuations across study
groups. A Boxplot compares the
means of seasonal IOP
fluctuation rate between POAG
and NTG eyes (n= 42 POAG
eyes, n= 162 NTG eyes, P=
0.002). B Boxplots showing the
% fluctuation rate in the two
groups based on the presence of
absence of a family history of
glaucoma (n= 33 Yes, n= 171
No; P= 0.322). C, D Boxplots
showing the % fluctuation rate in
those using β-blockers (timolol
or carteolol) or not (n= 39
timolol, n= 165 not used, P=
0.159; n= 42 carteolol, n= 162
not used, P= 0.114).
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of glaucoma. This finding indicated that the genetic deter-
minants differed between familial and sporadic glaucoma,
which could explain the association between the IOP fluc-
tuation and family history. In addition, there is a possibility
that glaucoma patient with family history could be more
motivated and adherent to their medications than sporadic
glaucoma patient. Adherence to glaucoma treatment might
influence our results.

This study had the following limitations. First, it is
possible that this study did not cover all the factors that
could influence seasonal IOP fluctuations, including sys-
temic disease and lifestyle behaviour. Cheung et al. [27].
suggested that diabetes and smoking were factors that
influenced long-term IOP fluctuations, and Srinvasan et al.
[28] showed that diurnal IOP fluctuations were affected by
lens thickness and the cup-to-disc ratio. These parameters
were not measured in our study, so we cannot confirm or
refute these influences. Second, we excluded POAG eyes
that had undergone laser and/or surgical treatment. It should
be noted that our findings are limited to POAG patients with
good outcomes that were successfully managed with eye
drops only. Third, although a family history of glaucoma
and β-blocker use were selected as factors associated with
the seasonal IOP fluctuation by the multiple linear regres-
sion analysis, there was no significant difference in the rate
of seasonal fluctuation between the two groups based on
each factor (boxplots are shown in Figs. 2B, 2C, and 2D).
There are several potential reasons to explain these incon-
sistent results, including the small sample size and alpha
error due to the inclusion of many nominal scale variables
in the multiple linear regression analysis. In any case, it
remains debatable whether these two factors could be
accepted as those contributing to IOP fluctuations.

In conclusion, POAG eyes showed significant seasonal
IOP fluctuations; winter IOP was higher than summer IOP.
POAG eyes had a larger seasonal IOP fluctuation compared
to NTG eyes. The differences in disease pathogenesis
between the two types of glaucoma might have an impact
on the dynamics of the aqueous humour and may contribute
to seasonal IOP fluctuations. Familial glaucoma exhibited a
lower rate of seasonal IOP fluctuation than sporadic glau-
coma, which might be derived from differences in the
genetic characteristics related to glaucoma development.

Summary

What was known before

● Seasonal IOP fluctuations are known to occur in glaucoma
eyes, as well as in normal eyes and ocular hypertension.
Winter IOP is higher than summer IOP. Although it has
been suggested that the seasonal fluctuation is affected by

air temperature and sunlight exposure, other associated
factors have not been examined.

What this study adds

● Primary open-angle glaucoma was more prone to
seasonal IOP fluctuations than normal tension glaucoma.
The differences in underlying pathology between the
two glaucoma types, not baseline IOP, could influence
the result. Furthermore, family history of glaucoma and
beta-blocker might be associated with seasonal IOP
fluctuations.
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